
Worker’s Meeting 18th June 2019 (Cheltenham) 

Present: Roy Thomson (chair), Margaret Malcolm, Bryan Metcalfe, Ceris Bergen,  Bill Pitt, 

Margaret Drake, Rosie Dalton, Nicky Hardy, Chris Bailey, Robert Chambers, Margaret Drake, Val 

Hatton, Joan Stamper, Mary Greenhill, Bob Taylor, Richard Vidgen.                                         

Apologies: Sarah Goddard, Mike Mintram, Gordon Swingler, Cindy Davies. 

Workers meeting: 

The minutes of the previous Gloucester meetings were approved.                                             

Matters arising from the workers meeting were addressed by the management team in their 

report. 

A cross bureau social event has been discussed to bring together Gloucester, Cheltenham, 

Tewkesbury and Forest of Dean. An issue would appear to be lack of volunteer reps on the social 

side with the exception of Cindy in Cheltenham. Norman will update us. 

Feedback from Trustees meeting: some concern was expressed about the increasing burden on 

volunteers in recent years and the possible correlation with the number of experienced 

volunteers leaving. However, most have had personal reasons for leaving the Bureau.                    

It was noted that the bureau is now treating recruitment and training as a a high priority issue. 

Social Policy: 

Bill updated the volunteers with the highlights - full notes are on the website. 

Bill also brought to our attention a message from Cindy Davies regarding Universal Credit. A copy 

of her message is included in the SP notes. This followed her correspondence with Alex Chalk MP 

regarding the apparent increased hardships we are seeing following the introduction of UC. He 

has offered her a meeting to discuss the matter further and Cindy is seeking our input.  The 

meeting thought his concern was welcome but the issue is one that CITA should also be tackling. 

Bill is to raise that matter with our other MPs and with CITA. 

Norman’s update: 

Norman explained that harmonisation with the FOD continues and this includes volunteer 

mileage expenses which differed across bureaux. Volunteer expenses account for about 5% of 

our budget. 

Regarding the proposed combined social Norman said a survey would be distributed. 

Speaker 

We had a very informative presentation by GDASS. They outlined the comprehensive 

programme of support they provide through a number of different projects. 



 

 

 

 


